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Abstract 
It’s a very popular issue regarding the minimum cost spanning tree which is 
of great practical and economical significance to solve it in a concise and ac-
celerated way. In this paper, the basic ideas of Kruskal algorithm were dis-
cussed and then presented a new improved algorithm—two branch Kruskal 
algorithm, which is improved to choose a middle value. Finally, because the 
time complexity is reduced, and the process is more convenient, it is con-
cluded that the improved Kruskal algorithm is more effective in most cases 
compared with the Kruskal algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 

How to select the best path in many ways that cost the least is the problem what 
people often encounter. For example, one wants to open a communication net-
work or a pipeline, and how to design it to take it at least? The problem like this 
can be attributed to the problem of minimum cost spanning tree. It was an im-
portant application of graphs in data structure. To obtain a spanning tree was to 
choose n − 1 edges from a cost undirected graph and this graph was still con-
nected, and at the same time considered the minimum cost of the tree. Prim al-
gorithm and Kruskal algorithm were classics in algorithms of minimum cost 
spanning tree [1] [2] [3] [4]. The time complexity of every algorithm was differ-
ent. Is there a simpler way to find the minimum cost spanning tree? That’s the 
main content that we’re going to talk about. 

Kruskal’s algorithm is a minimum-spanning-tree algorithm which finds an 
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edge of the least possible weight that connects any two trees in the forest. It is a 
greedy algorithm in graph theory as it finds a minimum spanning tree for a 
connected weighted graph adding increasing cost arcs at each step. This means it 
finds a subset of the edges that forms a tree that includes every vertex, where the 
total weight of all the edges in the tree is minimized. If the graph is not con-
nected, then it finds a minimum spanning forest (a minimum spanning tree for 
each connected component). 

This algorithm first appeared in Proceedings of the American Mathematical 
Society, pp. 48-50 in 1956, and was written by Joseph Kruskal. Its basic idea was 
to choose n − 1 edges one time, and then used the greed technique—choosing 
one edge with minimum cost that cannot form cycle to join the set which has 
been selected [1]. If the selected edge can be cycled, then it will not form a span-
ning tree [5] [6]. This algorithm is divided into x steps, where x is the total 
number of edges of the tree, judging only an edge according to the cost increas-
ing order of these × edges at a time. When people considered an edge and added 
it into the selected edges, if the cycle appeared, then abandon it. Otherwise, it 
would be selected for collection. 

Other algorithms for this problem include Prim’s algorithm, Reverse-delete 
algorithm, and Borůvka’s algorithm. 

2. Deep Discussion of the Kruskal Algorithm  
2.1. The Basic Ideas of the Kruskal Algorithm 

Suppose that a connected graph with n vertexes G = {V, E}, non-connected 
graph without edges T = {V, φ}. Each vertex in graph G is a connected compo-
nent, increase the cost of all the edges in graph G, and remove the edge with the 
smallest cost. If the two vertexes of the edge fall on different two connected 
components, one can select it into T; otherwise, give up it, and choose a mini-
mum cost edge from the remaining edges again. Repeat in this case, the con-
nected components are merged step by step until all vertexes are on the same 
connected component. M-1 edges were chosen for T, so it is the minimum cost 
spanning tree with M-1 edges of G. [4] [7].  

Some functions of the Kruskal algorithm can be implemented by using some 
efficient algorithms, such as the minimum heap and parallel query algorithm. 

2.2. The Procedure of the Kruskal Algorithm 

//Kruskal algorithm for constructing minimum cost spanning tree 
//Input: weighted connected graph G=<V, E> 
//Output: Et, edge collection from minimum cost spanning tree composed of 

G 
Ranking E in the order of non decreasing order of edge cost W (E) 
Et←Ø; encounter←0 
//Initialize the vertex set of the tree and the size of the collection 
k←0  
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//Initialize the number of initialized edges 
while encounter<|V|-1 do 

k←k+1 
if Et∪{ei}Non loop 

Et←Et{ei}; encounter←encounter+1 
Return Et [6]. 

3. Improved Algorithm 
3.1. The Definition of the Two Branch Kruskal Algorithm 

It is necessary to analyze the classic Kruskal algorithm’s time complexity in the 
process of solving the minimum cost spanning tree. In the process of solving, it 
needed to detect the adjacency matrix when establishing the minimum heap, and 
the calculated time efficiency was O(n2). At the same time did heap insert opera-
tion for x times, and each insert operation needed call stack algorithm, therefore, 
heap insert operation time efficiency is O (|E|log2|E|). It needed to call stack the 
output heap operation for x in the process of construct minimum cost spanning 
tree, so the classic Kruskal algorithm’s time complexity for solving the minimum 
cost spanning tree is O(|E|lg|E|). A new algorithm called two branch Kruskal al-
gorithm has been proposed after the Kruskal algorithm was studied and ana-
lyzed carefully [2] [7]. 

3.2. The Basic Ideas of the Two Branch Kruskal Algorithm 

After the two branch Kruskal algorithm was studied and analyzed carefully, the 
basic ideas of this algorithm are as follows:  

1) Supposed a connected graph G = {V, E} with n vertexes and a non con-
nected graph without vertex T = {V, φ}. The cost of all the edges in graph G is an 
array A at first , and select a cost K as an intermediate value, then array A is di-
vided into two stature, A1 is composed of all the costs less than the middle value 
k, and A2 is composed of all the costs that are greater than the middle k. Then 
obtain the edge set E1 corresponding to A1 and the edge set E2 corresponding to 
A2 according to the principle of cost corresponding to edge respectively. 

2) The vertex set is divided into n equivalent classes, (the total number of the 
equivalent classes n = E1 + E2), each equivalent class contains a vertex. 

3) In graph G1 = {V, E1}, one can deal with each edge by ascending order of 
cost, if one edge connects two different equivalent classes, then this edge will be 
added to T, and the two equivalent classes will be merged into the same class 
immediately.  

4) Performing the previous operation repeatedly until each edge of the E1 has 
been considered; At this point, the total number of the equivalent classes is 1 + 
E2 for graph G= {V, E}, and then deal with all edges E2 in G2 = {V, E2}again, if 
one edge connects to the vertexes of two different equivalent classes in graph G, 
the edge will be added to T, and the two equivalent classes a remerged into the 
same equivalent class at the same time immediately. 
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5) Performing the previous operation repeatedly until each edge of the E2 has 
been considered. Finally the total number of the equivalent classes is 1 for the 
graph G = {V, E} at this time, so that you obtained minimum cost spanning tree 
of graph G.  

3.3. The Procedure of the Two Branch Kruskal Algorithm (G) 

//Two branch Kruskal algorithm for constructing minimum spanning tree 
//Input: weighted connected graph G=<V, E>, intermediate value K 
//Output: Et, edge collection of minimum spanning tree that composed G 
Select an intermediate value K from the set E 
The E is divided into E1 composed by the edge which weight is less than K 

and E2 composed by the edge which weight is more than or equal to K, Then 
sorted the collection E1 according to the non-decreasing order of the weight w 
(e1) of the edge.  

Et←Ø; encounter←0 
//Initialize the vertex set of the tree and the size of the collection 
k←0  
//Initialize the number of initialized edges 
while encounter<|V|-1 do//Handle edges in E1 

k←k+1 
if Et∪{ei} No loop 
Et←Et {i}; encounter←encounter+1 
while encounter<|V|-1 do//Handle edges in E2 

k←k+1 
if Et∪{ei} No loop 

Et←Et {ei}; encounter←encounter+1 
Return Et 

3.4. Examples of Two Branch Kruskal Algorithm 

Question: Using the two branch Kruskal algorithm to find the minimum span-
ning tree for Figure 1.  

Solution:  
1) Obtain the array A = {3, 1, 4, 4, 6, 5, 5, 6, 2, 8} by the weight of all the edges 

from the set of E.  
2) Select 5 as the middle value of K from the array A, then A will be divided 

into A1 = {1, 3, 4, 4, 2} and A2 = {6, 5, 5, 6, 8} 
3) Corresponding edge set E1 = {(b, c) (a, b) (b, f) (c, f) (e, f)}, and E2 = {(a, e) 

(a, f) (d, f) (c, d) (d, e)} 
4) Handle E1: 
a) Handle edge (b, c) for Figure 2. 
b) Handle edge (e, f) for Figure 3. 
c) Handle edge (a, b) for Figure 4. 
d) Handle edge (b, f) for Figure 5. 
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Figure 1. Example tree. 

 

 
Figure 2. Edge (b, c). 

 

 
Figure 3. Edge (e, f). 

 

 
Figure 4. Edge (a, c) and (f, e). 

 

 
Figure 5. Edge (b, f). 
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5) Handle E2: 
A. Handle edge (d, f) for Figure 6. 
Figure 6 is the minimum spanning tree. 

4. Comparison between the Classic and the  
Improved Kruskal Algorithm 

The classic Kruskal algorithm’s time complexity for solving the minimum cost 
spanning tree is O(|E|lg|E|). Then we consider the time complexity of this im-
proved Kruskal algorithm: in the normal case (the value chose in step 1 of the 
algorithm is not the maximum or minimum value of the costs), |E1| = e1, |E2| = 
e2, so E1 + E2 = e. Its sum of the maximum time cost of the initial construction 
of the heap is (2 e1 − loge1 − 1) + (2 e2 − loge2 − 1). The maximum time to re-
build the heap is e1 loge1 + e2loge2. In addition, the time of the two sub se-
quence overhead in the first step is e. So the maximum total time cost of the im-
proved Kruskal algorithm is BT1 = e + e + 2(e1 − 1)loge1 + loge2 − 2(e2 − 1) 
under normal circumstances. 

Because the time cost is influenced by selection of the value and the arrange-
ment method of edge costs, the average time cost of the two branch Kruskal al-
gorithm is difficult to estimate. So it is no theoretical comparison about the av-
erage time cost between the two algorithms. 

5. Conclusion 

The two branch Kruskal algorithm is an improvement of the classical Kruskal 
algorithm, compared with the classical Kruskal algorithm. It has a middle value 
and uses classical Kruskal algorithm for two times. In the extreme case, the two 
branch Kruskal algorithm has a meaningless step of division according to the 
intermediate value compared with the classical Kruskal algorithm which causes 
that the time complexity of the two branch Kruskal algorithm is greater than the 
classical Kruskal algorithm; but the two branch Kruskal algorithm’s time com-
plexity is less than the classical Kruskal algorithm under normal circumstances.  
 

 
Figure 6. Edge (d, f). 
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Therefore, one can try to select the appropriate intermediate values to solve the 
minimum cost spanning tree in real life. It can reduce the cost to a certain ex-
tent. 
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